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SUMMARY

One of the fundamental and important operations in sensor networks is sink–source matching, i.e. target
detection. Target detection is about how a sink finds the location of source nodes observing the event of
interest (i.e. target activity). This operation is very important in many sensor network applications such
as military battlefield and environment habitats. The mobility of both targets and sinks brings significant
challenge to target detection in sensor networks. Most existing approaches are either energy inefficient
or lack of fault tolerance in the environment of mobile targets and mobile sinks. Motivated by these, we
propose an energy-efficient line proxy target detection (LPTD) approach in this paper. The basic idea
of LPTD is to use designated line proxies as rendezvous points (or agents) to coordinate mobile sinks
and mobile targets. Instead of having rendezvous nodes for each target type as used by most existing
approaches, we adopt the temporal-based hash function to determine the line in the given time. Then the
lines are alternated over time in the entire sensor network. This simple temporal-based line rotation idea
allows all sensor nodes in the network to serve as rendezvous points and achieves overall load balancing.
Furthermore, instead of network-wide flooding, interests from sinks will be flooded only to designated
line proxies within limited area. The interest flooding can further decrease if the interest has geographical
constraints. We have conducted extensive analysis and simulations to evaluate the performance of our
proposed approach. Our results show that the proposed approach can significantly reduce overall energy
consumption and target detection delay. Copyright q 2007 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Advances in low-powered microprocessor technology, combined with low-cost sensing devices and
radio frequency circuits, have resulted in the feasibility of inexpensive wireless sensor networks.
A typical sensor network consists of a large number of sensor nodes which can measure and
process data while communicating through wireless channels. A vast number of applications such
as temperature and humidity measurements, habitat trajectory tracking, assembly line production
sensing, and enemy movement detection, have proved the significance of sensor networks in recent
years.

One of the major differences between sensor networks and IP networks is that sensor networks
are data centric: the activation of sensors is driven by specified tasks from sinks and locally
observed events in a sensor field. Thus, one of the fundamental operations in sensor networks is
sink–source matching, i.e. target detection. Target detection is about how a sink finds the location
of the source node observing the event of interest (i.e. events related to targets‡). Once a target is
detected, depending on the applications, the sink may ask the source node for a specialized task,
e.g. sending continuous updates related to the status (or activities) of targets.

Despite a variety of approaches, the fundamental operation for target detection is how the source
node rendezvouses with the sink node. Thus, target detection mechanism needs to make sensor
nodes aware of: (i) which target the sink is interested in (not only the target type but also other
attributes, e.g. targets located in specified geographical regions during a particular time period);
and (ii) the location where the sink can receive target detection report.

Most early existing work such as [1] employs a simple network-wide flooding approach, i.e.
a sink floods its events of interest along with its location information over the entire sensor
network, and source nodes send detection reports to the sink when they observe targets match-
ing with the sink’s interest. This type of approach usually assumes that a sink is static and
the sink’s interest is not dynamically changing. However, the communication overhead of this
network-wide flooding scheme becomes prohibitive when there are multiple mobile sinks and
sinks’ interest is frequently changed. This is because lots of communication overhead and energy
consumption are incurred due to frequent flooding from sinks whenever sink’s location or interest
has been changed. Because of sensor nodes’ extremely limited and (in many cases) irreplace-
able battery, energy efficiency is one of the critical design factors when deploying the sensor
network.

The two-tier data dissemination (TTDD) approach in [2] addresses the issue related to multi-
ple and mobile sinks. Instead of passively waiting for data queries from sinks, the data source
proactively builds a grid structure that maintains the source location information. Then, a sink
can send its query within the size of a grid. Note that in this approach, the rendezvous points
are grid dissemination points storing target’s information. TTDD achieves better energy efficiency
and scalability than the network-wide flooding solution. However, there are still two main draw-
backs in TTDD approach: (i) regardless of sink’s interest, TTDD blindly builds up the grid
structure from source nodes. If we consider the following scenario that no sink is interested in
the target but many targets are being detected during some period, TTDD wastes lots of en-
ergy while building and maintaining grid structures, but futile. (ii) As indicated in [2], TTDD
approach focuses on mobile sinks rather than mobile targets. Thus, the overhead for creating

‡For instance, animals as targets are moving in a forest deployed with sensors.
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and maintaining the virtual grid structure becomes prohibitive when there are multiple mobile
targets.

To overcome these limitations, in this paper we propose an energy-efficient line proxy target
detection (LPTD) approach in the environment of mobile targets and mobile sinks. The basic
idea of LPTD is to use designated line proxies as the rendezvous points (agents) to coordinate
the mobile sinks and mobile targets. In LPTD, the temporal hash-based function is applied to
map the current time and actively responsible lines which are alternated over time in the entire
network. This simple temporal-based line rotation idea allows all the sensor nodes in the network
to jointly serve as rendezvous points and achieve overall load balancing. Furthermore, instead of
network-wide flooding, interest from sinks will be flooded only to designated line proxies. The
interest flooding can further be limited if the interest has geographical constraints. Thus, it can
achieve energy efficiency as well as load balancing. Since sensor nodes are prone to failures, fault
tolerance is one of the important design factors in deploying sensor networks. As the interest is
flooded over the multiple nodes along the line proxy involving a number of sensors, LPTD can
provide additional fault tolerance.

Extensive analysis and simulations are conducted to evaluate the performance of the proposed
LPTD approach in comparison with TTDD. Our results show that by applying the proposed scheme,
we can significantly reduce overall energy consumption for target detection. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first approach proposing efficient target detection mechanism in mobile
sink and mobile target environments while achieving energy efficiency, load balancing, and fault
tolerance at the same time.

The rest of paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we present our novel LPTD approach.
We then conduct detailed analysis of LPTD in comparison with TTDD in Section 3. In Section 4,
the performance evaluation and results are presented. We provide the discussion in Section 5 and
review of related work in Section 6. Finally, we conclude our study in Section 7.

2. LINE PROXY TARGET DETECTION

In this section, we first describe the system model and then present the LPTD approach in two
cases: static sinks/targets and mobile sinks/targets.

2.1. System model

In this paper, sensor nodes are assumed to be stationary, but sinks and targets can be mobile. Sensor
nodes are initially aware of all types of targets to be reported to the sinks. However, sinks are not
always interested in the targets. We assume that a location-based routing scheme is supported in the
sensor network where each sensor is aware of its own location by using Global Positioning System
[3] or other localization techniques [4]. We assume that the sensor network is partitioned into a
number of virtual square cells (clusters). Clustering is one of the important and widely studied
topics in sensor network research areas in order to achieve prolonged network lifetime, scalability,
and energy load balancing. We assume that LPTD is running on top of the clustering mechanism.
One additional reason for clustering in our work is the robustness. Storing data at a single sensor
node is not safe since sensor nodes can easily become a failure. Thus, in the paper, all data are
assumed to be replicated across several sensor nodes within the same cluster (cell). Since our focus
is not on proposing a new clustering algorithm, we leverage the existing clustering algorithms,
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Figure 1. Sensor network.

e.g. Geographic Adaptive Fidelity (GAF) [5], for our clustering and cell management purpose.
Thus, LPTD is built on top of the clustering and geographical routing protocols. Note that the
cell is the basic unit and the routing in a cell is handled by the geographical routing mechanism.
We assume that existing geographical routing can handle the packet routing within the cell. The
packets for sink registration and source data are forwarded by embedded routing mechanism in
the sensor network. To overcome the void region (deploying very limited sensors or no sensor)
larger than cell, we can adjust the parameter of line proxy to make it large enough. Obviously, the
presence of voids may also have an impact on geographical routing, which is out of the scope in this
paper.

Each cell is labelled depending on its geographical location. For example, in Figure 1, each cell
is labelled with x and y indices, e.g. c(x, y). Let X and Y be the entire set of x and y indices in
the network. Each sensor node is aware of the cell it is in.

We define a line XL(m) as a collection of cells that consists of the mth row in the network,
i.e. XL(m) ={c(x,m)|x ∈ X}. Line Y L(n) is defined as a collection of cells that consists of the
nth column in the network, i.e. Y L(n) ={c(n, y)|y ∈ Y }. We assume that each interest may be
associated with a rectangle interest area (denoted by IA={c(e, f )|e∈ E ⊂ X, f ∈ F ⊂ Y }) which
defines the geographical constraint related to sink interest. |E | and |F | denote the x and y lengths
of the interest area, respectively. For example, the sink may be interested in some targets located
in IA={c(x, y)|1�x�4, y = 1, 2}, then |E | = 4 and |F | = 2.

Time is divided into time durations and each duration lasts for �T (called the line proxy rotation
duration). The time synchronization of sensors is conducted by the existing time synchronization
protocols [6, 7]. We assume that the clock skew among sensors are ignorable because the proxy
rotation duration is substantially larger than clock skews. In LPTD, during �T , cells in a line
will be used as proxies for sinks and targets. For the load balancing purpose, the line proxies
will be uniformly alternated over the entire sensor network. We assume that sinks and sensor
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Figure 2. Operations in LPTD.

nodes share the same temporal hash function that can determine the line acting as proxy at a
given time.

2.2. LPTD: case of stationary sinks and targets

The key idea of LPTD is to use line proxies as rendezvous points for sinks and source cells. There
are three main operations in LPTD: (i) interest registration performed by an immediate sink proxy
cell and line proxies; (ii) target detection registration to the line proxy performed by a source
cell; and (iii) target detection report to the immediate sink proxy cell by a line proxy. Here, an
immediate sink proxy is defined as the cell where the sink is located and sends the message of
interest registration. In this section, we first describe the LPTD solution in a static environment.
We will illustrate the LPTD in a mobile environment in the next section. Figure 2 depicts those
operations in LPTD.

2.2.1. Interest registration. Consider the case where a sink is located at c(x, y). When the sink is
interested in some targets, the sink sends an interest registration message to the sink cell, c(x, y).
The interest registration message contains the list of targets from which the sink wishes to get
reports, the duration of interest, and interest geographical area IA= {c(e, f )|e∈ E, f ∈ F}. The
immediate sink proxy c(x, y) executes the temporal hash function hash(t) (t is the current time) to
find the corresponding two proxy lines XL(m) and Y L(n). Then, depending on the x and y lengths
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of the interest area, the registration message is sent to either XL(m) or Y L(n).§ For example, if
x length of the interest area is smaller than y length of the interest area, the message of interest
registration will be sent to the closest cell belonging to the XL(m) line from the immediate sink
proxy. Otherwise, the message will be sent to the closest cell belonging to the Y L(n) line from
the immediate sink proxy.

Consider the example in Figure 2 that the y length is smaller than x length and c(n, y) ∈ IA, the
registration message will be sent to the cell c(n, y) and be flooded only to the cells, {c(e, f )|e= n,

f ∈ F} in the line Y L(n) (step 1 in Figure 2). The message also contains the immediate sink
proxy’s location information. This interest registration message will remain until whichever comes
first either the next line proxy duration starts or the duration of interest expires. When a new line
proxy is selected, it needs to obtain the existing sink interest registration information. The new
line proxy can query the line proxy that is active in previous rotation duration and obtain such
information.

2.2.2. Target detection registration. If a target is detected at a source cell c(a, b), it calculates the
line proxies XL(m) and Y L(n) by executing the same temporal hash function hash(t) as with the
sink cell. Then, the cell c(a, b) sends a report message to the cells c(a,m) and c(n, b) (as shown
in step 2 in Figure 2). The target registration message contains data such as the type of target and
the source cell’s location information. Then, the cells c(a,m) and c(n, b) store this information
until the next line proxy duration starts.

2.2.3. Target detection report. Target detection will be reported to the sink only when both in-
terest and target detection registrations are overlapped at some line proxies. Depending on which
one comes first between interest and target detection registration there are two cases: (i) interest
registration comes first and then target detection registration; and (ii) vice versa. For the former
case, when the target detection registration message arrives at the cell c(n, b), the cell c(n, b)
immediately sends a target detection report to the immediate sink proxy c(x, y) (as shown in
step 3 in Figure 2). The target detection report has the same information as that of target de-
tection registration message. Then, the immediate sink proxy c(x, y) forwards the message to
the sink. For the latter case, when the interest is flooded into line proxies, the cell c(n, b) al-
ready has the target detection information matching with the sink’s interest. Thus, c(n, b) sends
a target detection report to the sink cell c(x, y), and the sink cell c(x, y) forwards it to the
sink. Once target detection is reported to the sink, depending on the applications, the sink may
directly send a message to ask the source cell for performing specialized tasks, e.g. continuous
reporting, etc.

Note that rather than flooding the interest to the entire network, LPTD only floods the interest to
the limited area of network, i.e. line proxies. Also, when a target is detected, rather than building
a global grid structure blindly in TTDD, its target detection is simply registered at line proxies.
These properties can significantly save energy consumption.

§There could be many ways to select line proxies. One simple way is scanned as follows: for Y L(n), it starts from
the first line on the left and moves to the right one-by-one after each line proxy duration until it becomes the last
line on the right. And then, it moves back to left one-by-one until it becomes the first line on the left. Similarly
for XL(m), it moves from top to bottom and bottom to top. Also, techniques in [8, 9] could be adopted to choose
the temporal hash function.
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2.3. LPTD: case of mobile sinks and targets

Now we present how the LPTD approach works in mobile target and mobile sink environments.
Basically, the same approach described above can be applied to this case, i.e. the sink keeps sending
interest registration messages whenever the sink moves into different cells. In the following, we
propose an enhanced solution to further reduce the communication overhead.

First, consider a mobile sink where the sink moves after sending an interest registration message.
Instead of sending another interest registration message at different cells, the sink simply notifies
the immediate sink proxy about the updated location information. Then, when the immediate sink
proxy gets target detection report messages, it forwards them to the location registered by the
sink. This concept is similar to that of mobile IP [10]. In this way, the frequent flooding to the
line can be eliminated. If the sink moves too far away from the immediate sink proxy and it
becomes inefficient to relay report messages, the sink can send a new interest registration message.
Since each interest registration message contains the unique identifier for the sink, the previous
immediate sink proxy information will be overrided with the new immediate sink proxy location
information.

Second, in Figure 3 consider a mobile target where the target moves to the cell c(a, b+ 1) after
initial detection at the cell c(a, b). From the source cell’s perspective, there is nothing different for
the mobile case, that is, the cell c(a, b + 1) needs to register target detection at both line proxies.
Cell c(n, b+1) also sends a target detection report to the sink cell. In this way, the sink is updated
with the target’s location information. Consider the case when the interest registration is done
after the target is registered at c(n, b) and then c(n, b + 1). One simple approach for this case

XL(m)

YL(n)

c(a,b)

source cell

c(a,m)

c(n,b)

c(n,b+1)

c(n,b-1)

c(a-1,m) c(a+1,m)

Figure 3. Enhanced target detection registration method.
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is that c(n, b) and c(n, b + 1) are independently sending target detection report messages to the
sink when the interest registration message arrives to them. Since the report message contains the
time information when the target is detected, those report messages can provide the information
that the target is moving from c(a, b) to c(a, b + 1). However, to further reduce communication
overhead from outdated report from c(n, b), we propose the following mechanism: whenever a
target detection is registered at the cell, say c(n, b), the cell c(n, b) notifies its neighbouring cells
along the lines, i.e. c(n, b − 1) and c(n, b + 1) (similarly, this also applies to the line XL(m)).
When the target moves into c(a, b+ 1), after getting the target detection registration message, the
cell c(n, b + 1) also advertises its neighbouring cells, i.e. c(n, b) and c(n, b + 2). Then, the cell
c(n, b) can realize that it is not the latest cell holding the target’s location information. Thus, even
after getting the interest registration message, the cell c(n, b) suppresses to send the report message
even the duration for a line proxy. This enhanced target detection registration method is depicted in
Figure 3. In addition to eliminating additional communication overhead, this mechanism provides
robustness in case where sensors in the entire cell fail.

In Section 5, we will conduct formal analysis of LPTD in comparison with TTDD. In the
Appendix, we will present the detailed algorithm, which lists procedures for each component, i.e.
sink, immediate sink proxy, source cell and line proxies.

3. COMMUNICATION COST ANALYSIS

The objective of our analysis is to provide fundamental characteristics of LPTD compared to
other approaches, such as TTDD [2]. Thus, our analysis focuses on the worst-case communication
overhead of approaches while attempting to make the analysis simple. We will evaluate the
performance of LPTD by simulations in Section 4. In Table I, we list the notations used in the
analysis.

We consider a square sensor field consisting of N cells (the size of each cell is u2). In the
analysis, we assume that there are total Ns sinks and Nt targets with the same target type. All data
message sizes are assumed to be one unit. Our analysis is using the energy cost in one cell as

Table I. Notations.

Notation Definition

N Number of cells in the sensor network
Ns Total number of sinks in the network
Nt Total number of targets in the network
Vs Sink moving speed
D Total operation time
�T Line proxy rotation time (defined as maximal time that a line proxy

serves as the proxy before rotating to other lines)
Vt Target moving speed
p Sink active ratio (defined as the probability that sink is active)
q Target active ratio (defined as the probability that target is active)
u Cell length (cell size is u2)
n Virtual grid size in TTDD
W Line proxy width (W

√
N )
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the basic unit. Note that in our analysis and evaluation, we do not consider the data aggregation.
Similar to the work in [8, 9], we choose the simple temporal hash function (e.g. line proxy identifier
is determined by �(�CT/�T �)/√N�, where CT is the current time). In the following, we calculate
the worst-case communication overhead for TTDD and then for LPTD.

3.1. Communication overhead of TTDD

We calculate the communication overhead of TTDD based on the following components: (i) grid
construction; and (ii) sink interest registration and target detection report delivery. We first calculate
the communication overhead during �T assuming all Ns sinks are interested in the target and all
Nt targets are detected in the sensor field. The basic idea of analysis is similar to [2].

3.1.1. Grid construction overhead. TTDD divides the sensor field into virtual grids. Since a cell
is a unit for the sensor field, we refer to the box (grid) as a collection of cells in TTDD. We assume
that the length of each grid is

√
n, which is a configurable parameter in TTDD. For each target

detected, the virtual grid needs to be created, which incurs 4N/
√
n communication overhead [2].

Since the average moving speed of targets is Vt, each target may move up to Vt�T /u cells during
�T . Since there are Nt targets, the total communication overhead for constructing virtual grids are

A1 = Nt
Vt�T
u

4N√
n

(1)

3.1.2. Sink interest and source data delivery overhead. The sink sends an interest registration
message by performing a local flooding within a grid at communication overhead n. Since we
focus on the target detection problem, if virtual grids are already constructed and a dissemination
sensor node receives the registration message, it immediately sends the target detection report to
the sink. Thus, the overhead including one query (as interest) from a sink and source data delivery
is n + √

n. During �T , the sink may move up to Vs�T /u cells and send interest queries whenever
moving into new cells. Thus, the total overhead for sending interest queries and receiving the
detection report is

A2 = Ns
Vs�T
u

(
n + Nt

Vt�T
u

√
n

)
(2)

With the above two steps, the total worst communication overhead for target detection in TTDD
during �T is

A3 = A1 + A2 = Nt
Vt�T
u

4N√
n

+ Ns
Vs�T
u

(
n + Nt

Vt�T
u

√
n

)
(3)

With (3) for �T , we now calculate the communication cost for the total operation time D.
For each �T duration, p represents the probability that a sink is actively interested in the target
and q represents the probability that a target is active and being detected. We assume that both
events are independent from each other. Then, during the total operation time D, the total expected
communication overhead for TTDD becomes

A= D

�T
[pq(A1 + A2) + p(1 − q)A2 + q(1 − p)A1] (4)
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where A1, A2 and A3 are calculated by (1), (2), and (3), respectively. In (4), the first, second, and
third terms represent the expected communication overhead: (i) sinks register interest and targets
are detected; (ii) sinks register interest but no target is detected; and (iii) targets are detected but
no sinks register interest, respectively.

From (4), we can easily verify that when n = N 1/3, the complexity of communication overhead
is minimized with O(N 2/3).

3.2. Communication overhead of LPTD

The communication overhead of LPTD can be incurred from the following three components:
(i) interest registration; (ii) target detection registration; and (iii) target detection report. We first
calculate the communication overhead during �T and then derive the closed formula for overall
communication overhead during the total operation time D.

3.2.1. Sink interest registration. The worst-case distance between each immediate sink proxy to the
line proxy is

√
N and the communication overhead for flooding along the line is

√
N . As each sink

moves with speed Vs, it can move up to total Vs�T /u+1 during �T . The worst-case communication
cost for a sink updating its current location to its immediate sink proxy is

∑(Vs�T +1)/u
j=1 j . Thus,

the communication cost of interest registration is

B1 = Ns

[√
N + W

√
N +

(Vs�T +1)/u∑
j=1

j

]
(5)

where
√
N represents the worst distance between the immediate sink proxy and line proxy, W

√
N

represents the overhead of propagating the sink interest through a line proxy.

3.2.2. Target detection registration. Each source cell detecting the target registers the detection
information to two proxy lines. As there are Nt targets and each target moves Vt�T /u cells in �T ,
the communication overhead is

B2 = 2Nt
Vt�T
u

(
√
N + 2) (6)

where
√
N represents the worst distance between a source cell to the line proxy and 2 in the

parentheses represents the cost of replicating information to the neighbours.

3.2.3. Target detection report. Since the worst-case distance from one line proxy to the sink
becomes

√
N + Vs�T /u. In total, there are NtVt�T /u source detection reports which need to be

sent to Ns sinks. Thus, the overhead for sending target detection report becomes

B3 = NsNt
Vt�T
u

[√
N + Vs�T

u

]
(7)

When the line proxies are rotated, the current active line proxy needs to obtain the existing sink
interest registration information. In this paper, we consider a simple approach. When the line proxies
are rotated, the sink will actively perform an interest registration again. The source (target detection)
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will also actively send to the new line proxy.¶ There is another approach—the new selected line
proxy can proactively query the old line proxy and transfer the registration information from the
old line proxy to the new line proxy. However, this approach needs complicated mechanisms to
handle registration information transferred to new line proxy with much overhead.

Thus, the total worst communication overhead for target detection in LPTD in �T is

B4 = B1 + B2 + B3 (8)

where B1, B2, and B3 can be determined from (5), (6), and (7), respectively.
In a similar manner with TTDD, the communication cost of LPTD for the total operation time

D is

B = D

�T
[pq(B1 + B2 + B3) + p(1 − q)B1 + q(1 − p)B2] (9)

From (8), we can observe that the communication overhead complexity is O(N 1/2). Thus, the
communication overhead ratio of LPTD and TTDD is

ratio= O(N 1/2)

O(N 2/3)
(10)

From (10), we observe that our LPTD can save a significant amount of energy by reducing
the communication overhead. In Section 4, we will conduct the extensive simulation to evaluate
LPTD in comparison with TTDD in order to validate our analytical results.

4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of LPTD through simulations. We first describe the
performance metrics, energy model, and evaluation set-up. Then, we present the evaluation results.
The goal for the simulation is to: (i) understand how environmental factors and system parameters
affect the performance of LPTD; and (ii) compare the performance results of LPTD with those of
TTDD.

4.1. Evaluation methodology

4.1.1. Performance metrics. We use two metrics to evaluate the performance of LPTD. The first
one is the total energy consumption (TEC) which measures the effectiveness of energy cost. This
metric is defined as the total communication cost (including transmitting and receiving packets)
to perform the interest registration and delivery of target detection report data. The higher the
TEC value, the worse the performance. The second metric is the average delay of target detection.
Delay of target detection is defined as the time between the moment at which a source detects a
target and the moment at which a sink receives the detection report packet. This delay is averaged
over all the source–sink pairs during the simulation. Obviously, the higher the delay, the worse the
performance.

¶All line proxies share the same temporal hash function that determines the line acting as a proxy in a given time.
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4.1.2. Sensor radio and energy model. In our simulation, we assume a simple model for radio
hardware energy dissipation where the transmitter dissipates energy to run the radio electronics
and power amplifier. We assume that each sensor works in free-space mode with the experi-
mental data introduced in [11]: the energy consumption of sending message is calculated by
Etx (a, b) = Eelect ·b= E f s ·b ·a2 and the energy consumption of receiving a message is calculated
by Erx (a, b) = Eelect · b, where a is the message transmission distance between the sender and
receiver and b is the message size, Eelect = 50 nJ/bit, and E f s = 100 pJ/bitm2 (1 nJ= 1000 pJ).
In the evaluation results, we use �J as the unit for energy cost (1 �J= 1000 nJ). Since the energy
consumed for processing queries and sensing data consists of only a very small portion of the
overall energy consumption (energy consumed to process 100 million instructions almost equals
that to transfer 10 bits of data), we do not take it into account in our evaluation [12, 13].

4.1.3. Evaluation set-up. In our simulation, sensor node radio transmission range is 30m. Twenty
thousand sensor nodes are uniformly distributed over a 2000× 2000m2 flat sensor field, which
is divided into 20 × 20m2 GAF cells. Each simulation lasts for 520 s. A number of targets are
deployed in the detection region. Each target may move in any direction (following the standard
random way point model) with an average velocity. Each target has the active ratio p defined as
the probability of being active. When a target enters a particular cell, the sensor nodes located in
that cell will detect the target. Similarly, a number of sinks are randomly deployed in the sensor
network and each sink may move in any direction with the average velocity. An interest duration,
denoted by Dr is uniformly chosen in [0, 250 s]. This interest duration defines how long the sink
is interested in obtaining detection reports since the sink issues the interest registration. The size
of the interest registration packet and the target detection packet are 36 and 48 bytes, respectively.

The evaluation parameters are listed by the tuple SYS= 〈A, Nt, Ns, Vt, Vs, Dr , p, q, �T ,W,G〉.
Here A represents the used scheme, either TTDD or LPTD. G is the sink interest geographical
ratio with |IA|/N where |IA| represents the size of the interest area. All other parameters are
defined in Table I.

4.2. Performance results

In this section, we report the performance results with some representative cases. However, we
believe that the observations also hold for many other cases which we have evaluated but not pre-
sented here. The default parameters are set to SYS= 〈(LPTD,TTDD), 18, 18, 6, 6, 250, 0.6, 0.6,
40, 2, 1〉 unless otherwise stated. We compare the performance of LPTD with TTDD in the scenario
where a number of targets and sinks are moving. We apply the same topologies to both LPTD
and TTDD. For TTDD, the virtual grid size is set to 300× 300m2. Recall that the basic unit of
energy consumption for all figures in this section are in �J.

4.2.1. Impact of numbers of target/sink. Figure 4 shows the energy cost of LPTD and TTDD
while varying the numbers of sinks and targets. The number of targets varies from 2 to 18 and
the number of sinks is 3 and 6. We observe that our LPTD scheme consistently achieves much
better energy efficiency. Overall, LPTD consumes only around 10% energy cost by TTDD. When
the number of sinks and targets increases, both schemes consume more energy. However, with
increasing number of targets, the increase in energy cost of TTDD is much higher than that of
LPTD. For example, with three targets, when the sink number increases from 6 to 12, the total
energy cost increases from 126 to 230 �J (increase rate is 82%). However, in the same case, the
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Figure 4. Total energy consumption versus target/sink number.
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Figure 5. Target detection delay versus target/sink number.

total energy cost for LPTD increases from 18.6 to 26.3 �J (increase rate is only 40%). This result
also matches the analytical results in (3) in Section 3. In (3), the dominant term is N/

√
n and it

is proportional to the number of targets. This is because building virtual grid structure in TTDD
is costly.

Figure 5 shows the target detection delay results for LPTD and TTDD. The target detection
delay is defined as the duration from when the target is detected at the source node to when the
target detection report arrives at the sink node. We vary the number of sinks from 2 to 18 and the
number of targets are 3 and 6. All other parameters are selected as default values. In TTDD,
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Figure 6. Total energy consumption versus target/sink mobility.

the target detection report message will follow the grid structure. However, in LPTD, even though
the report message will follow the grid structure from the source node to the proxy, it will follow
the shortest path from the proxy to the sink based on the underlying geographical routing protocol.
This is why the target detection delay of the LPTD is slightly shorter than that of TTDD. Again,
our LPTD is built on top of the clustering and geographical routing protocols, which handle the
message delivery without introducing much delay caused by routing discovery.

4.2.2. Impact of target/sink mobility. Figures 6 and 7 show the energy consumption and target
detection delay results for LPTD and TTDD while varying different target/sink moving speeds,
respectively. With the default parameters, we vary Vt from 1 to 8m/s and Vs from 3 to 6m/s.
We make the following observations: (i) rather than sink’s mobility, target’s mobility affects the
performance of both LPTD and TTDD. For TTDD, this again matches the analytical results in (3)
where Vt is multiplied by the dominant term. For LPTD, as a sink moves, it needs to update its
current location to the sink cell. It slightly increases the energy consumption and target detection
delay. Note that as targets move faster, the source needs to frequently update the target detection
data to the line proxy in LPTD. (ii) Our LPTD consistently achieves better target detection delay
performance than TTDD under different target/sink moving speeds due to the same reasons
mentioned previously.

4.2.3. Impact of target/sink active ratio. Figure 8 shows the energy consumption for LPTD and
TTDD while varying active ratios of targets and sinks. The target active ratio varies from 0.1
to 0.9 and the sink active ratio varies from 0.1 to 0.5. Here, we observe that LPTD achieves
consistent energy consumption regardless of various active ratios of targets or sinks. In contrast,
the performance of TTDD has been significantly impacted by a target’s active ratio. For example,
with a constant sink active ratio 0.5, when the target active ratio increases from 0.1 to 0.5, the total
energy cost of LPTD increases from 1.67 to 8.2 �J (increase rate is 580%). However, for the same
scenario, the total energy cost for TTDD increases from 2.16 to 114 �J (increase rate is 5270%).
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This is because TTDD takes a proactive approach, i.e. even without the sink’s interest, the source
still needs to build its virtual grid, which wastes lots of energy.

4.2.4. Impact of interest geographical ratio. To study how LPTD exploits the geographical con-
straints of interest, we define the geographical interest ratio as the relative geographical size of
the interest to that of the entire sensor network. Figure 9 shows the energy consumption for
LPTD while varying a sink’s geographical interest ratios from 0.1 to 0.9. From this figure, we
observe that the proposed LPTD scheme can efficiently exploit the sink’s interest with geographical
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constraints. As the size of interest area decreases, the overall energy consumption is also decreas-
ing. In contrast, TTDD is not aware of geographical constraints of the sink interest and consumes
the same energy regardless of interest geographical ratios.

4.2.5. Impact of line proxy configuration parameters. We further study how the line proxy config-
uration parameters affect the performance of LPTD. We consider two parameters: the width of the
line proxy and the line proxy duration (time for rotating the line). We vary the line proxy duration
from 10 to 90 s. (Recall that our total simulation duration for this experiment is 520 s.) We also
select line widths of 2u, 3u, and 4u (note that u is the cell width). Figure 10 depicts the total
energy cost. We make two observations here: (i) for each curve, the energy decreases gradually as
line proxy duration increases. This is because shorter line proxy duration involves more frequent
interest registration update to the new selected line and more frequent detection reports, which
consumes more energy. However, there are some trade-offs for selecting line rotation time. Too
large line rotation time may make sensor resource utilization unbalanced. (ii) Selecting the line
of larger width can definitely increase the system fault tolerance and help to handle the sensor
network failure. However, it also increases the overall energy cost.

4.2.6. Impact of other topologies. The proposed LPTD can be applied to any type of network
topology. Besides the rectangular network topology, we also evaluate the performance of LPTD
under the other topologies, e.g. a circle with radius 2000m2. Other parameters are set to the same
as with the default setting. Figure 11 shows the energy cost of TTDD and LPTD while varying
the number of targets and sinks. In the circle topology, we observe the similar energy efficiency
of LPTD as shown in Figure 4 for the rectangle topology.

In summary, we observe that our LPTD performs well for diverse scenarios and environments,
e.g. static sinks and static targets, mobile sinks and mobile targets with various speeds, and different
topologies.
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5. DISCUSSIONS

In this section, we discuss several design issues related to LPTD.

5.1. Knowledge of line-based rotation plan

Sensor nodes including the mobile sink and source near to targets need to know the line proxy
selection plan, i.e. line rotation duration, line proxy size, etc. This information can be specified
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Figure 12. Failure repair for the line proxy.

through a sensor network configuration phase. We also assume that the clock skew between
the sensors is ignorable because: (i) the proxy duration and event interest duration are assumed
to be substantially larger than clock skew; and (ii) sensor time can be synchronized by the
existing time synchronization protocols [6, 7]. Note that the clock skew may cause some problem
only around the boundary of proxy duration when the event duration covers the boundary time.
However, since it is the sink node’s responsibility to send an interest registration message to
the next proxy set if the event duration lasts even after the next proxy rotation duration. Thus,
unless event duration does require the level of granularity for the worst-case time skew and
ends right after the boundary of the proxy rotation, the worst-case time skew effect can be
ignorable.

5.2. Error handling

We can use the greedy geographically routing mechanism forwarding data to forward data with
better fault tolerance [14]. We propose to use the line with certain width to handle the fail-
ure of sensors. Due to some environmental reasons, nodes within a certain area may fail or
be isolated. This kind of failure is called cell failure, which may break the connection of line
proxy. Thus, failure handling mechanisms need to be investigated. When a line proxy is bro-
ken after the cell failure, this failure can be detected by neighbour cells. To handle this kind
of failure, neighbour cells of the failure cell can initiate the repair process to recover the fail-
ure and new cells will replace the original failure cells to provide the connectivity of line
proxy.

Figure 12 shows a scenario where a line proxy is broken after the cell failure. In this scenario,
cells B and C have failure. This failure can be detected by neighbour cells (i.e. cells A and D)
which do not receive any heartbeat message from its neighbour cells. To handle this kind of failure,
A or D can initiate the repair process. As a result, several new cells, i.e. E, F, G, and H will replace
the original B and C cells and still provide the connectivity of line proxy. Similarly, the immediate
proxy can also be potentially broken and we can use the similar approach to repair. For example,
Figure 13 shows that when the immediate proxy cell fails, the sink will detect it and select a new
sink cell which updates the sink’s interest to the line proxy.

5.3. Exploiting prior knowledge of sensor network and sink/target mobility

In this paper, we assume a uniformly distributed line proxy. However, the line proxy selection
algorithm can be modified after exploiting a priori knowledge about the sensor network (e.g.
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Figure 13. Failure repair of immediate sink proxy.

energy distribution) or target/sink’s moving patterns, etc. This problem can be addressed by the
self-learning target and sink’s moving pattern and location and further adapting line rotation rule.
Similarly, as the sensor network node layout and node energy can be non-uniformly distributed,
these factors should be factored into the selection of line proxy.

5.4. Data aggregation

Sensor nodes located at the proxy line or other sensor nodes can conduct data aggregation including
the sink interest data and tracking data similar to [15]. For example, assume that l sinks send the
interest to the line proxy, the line proxy can group the interest and only forwards one aggregated
packet to other sensor nodes in the same line proxy. In the similar manner, the aggregation of
tracking data for several targets can also be aggregated.

5.5. Sink tracking interest adaptation

LPTD can easily support sink interest with complex content, i.e. historical temporal query.
The sink may want to query the historical moving trajectory of a target for better decision-
making purpose. This can be addressed by the collaboration of line proxies. For example, when
current line proxy i receives the interest registration of historical data from a sink, it sends
query to other line proxies (i.e. i − x, . . . , i − 1) which store the data matching such his-
torical request. After collecting such historical data, the line proxy returns the response to
the sink.

6. RELATED WORK

In this section, we review research work in the areas of sensor data dissemination and mobile
sink/target tracking related to our study.

Due to the extremely limited battery in sensor networks, energy-efficient data dissemination
has been studied extensively in the past. For example, directed-diffusion provides the method of
initial low rate query flooding and gradually reinforcement of a better path for the data delivery
[1]. LEACH is a clustering-based protocol that utilizes randomized rotation of local cluster base
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stations (cluster heads) to evenly distribute the energy load among the sensors in the network
[16]. However, those data dissemination schemes do not fully address the issue related to the
mobility of sinks and targets. There are other studies conducted to address the issue of tracking the
mobile target, e.g. work in [17] proposed a Dynamic Convoy tree-based collaboration framework
for target tracking, which relies on the convoy tree structure. Work in [18] addressed the tree
reconfiguration problem by finding the min-cost convoy tree sequence and solving it by proposing
an optimized complete reconfiguration scheme. However, all of those works only consider the
stationary sink.

Mobile sink environments have been studied for other applications in [19, 20]. They adopted
the adaptive mobility solution where the sink moves inside the sensor network according to
the current events, so as to minimize the energy consumption incurred by the multi-hop trans-
mission of the event-related data. The work in [21] utilized powerful mobile nodes, which can
be deployed to replace different (heavily loaded) static nodes and the work in [22] studied the
scheme that mobile sinks can help the deployment of sensor networks in other aspects rather than
lifetime.

To address data delivery from multiple sources to multiple receivers, DVMRP in [23] developed
a flooding scheme to make all the sources and sinks meet without a prior knowledge about the
locations of either. Similarly, work in [1] employed a network-wide flooding approach, i.e. a sink
floods its events of interest along with its location information over the entire sensor network,
and the source nodes send detection reports to the sink when they observe targets matching
with the sink’s interest. However, the communication overhead of such network-wide flooding
scheme becomes prohibitive when there are multiple mobile sinks and frequent changes in a sink’s
interest. Rumour routing [24] is another scheme developed for sensor networks to avoid flooding
of queries, e.g. a source sends out queries which randomly walk in the sensor network to set up
event paths. Although this scheme shares a similar idea of making data sources play more active
roles, rumor routing does not handle mobile sinks. To reduce the discovery/query cost, work in
[25–27] considered application semantics. For instance, work in [27] developed the scheme to
conduct query aggregation to further reduce energy cost for the query delivery in sensor network.
Work in [28] considered the query as an active entity that is forwarded through the network either
randomly or in some directed manner in search of a solution: nodes on the path that handle the
active query use information from all nodes within certain hops in order to partially resolve the
query.

Using the rendezvous nodes for coordinating sinks and targets is not a new idea. Our scheme has
some similarity in spirit with work [29, 30] in the sense that the data generated at a node is pushed
to different locations. However, our temporal line proxy rotation scheme has important innovations,
i.e. immediate sink proxy to deal with mobile source, sink interest aggregation to handle sink interest
geographical/temporal properties, robust scheme to handle sinks/targets with various sink/source
moving speeds, achieving overall load balancing, and adapting different network topologies. All
are important issues and largely neglected in earlier work. Index-based approaches are proposed
in [29, 31] recently, which are similar to the locating contents in the peer-to-peer system, i.e. CAN
and Chord [32, 33]. Despite their variances, the common thread is that targets are classified into
multiple types and each type is mapped (by a predefined hash function) to a set of index nodes
which are rendezvous points for sink and source nodes. This approach can be energy efficient
compared to the network-wide flooding mechanism since there will be no flooding over the entire
network. However, the challenge in deploying this type of index-based method is fault tolerance
and load balancing. Since sensor nodes are prone to failures, one needs to consider fault tolerance.
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Furthermore, the main weakness of the proposed approaches in this category is poor in load
balancing. Since index nodes are selected based on the type of the target, some index nodes may
become heavily loaded. To alleviate this hot-spot issue, some load balancing schemes have been
proposed, but they have limitations since not all sensor nodes in the network can be used as
index nodes. This load balancing problem is critical in sensor networks since the failures of some
sensor nodes may result in significant performance degradation and shorten the lifetime of the
network.

In contrast, in LPTD, all nodes in the sensor field can be served as rendezvous nodes (belong
to line proxies). While simple, this temporal-based line proxy approach features energy efficiency,
load balancing, and fault tolerance at the same time.

7. FINAL REMARKS

In this work, we have proposed and studied LPTD, a framework for efficient target detection
services in sensor networks to support the multiple mobile sinks and mobile targets. In sum-
mary, LPTD achieves energy efficiency by flooding the interest only to partial areas of the net-
work (i.e. line proxies). Furthermore, since the line proxies are rotated with time, LPTD can
achieve load balancing among sensor nodes. The extensive analysis and evaluation data show
that by applying our approach for multiple mobile sinks and targets, the overall energy consump-
tion and communication latency can be significantly reduced in comparison with existing TTDD
approach.

We believe our work has broad impacts. With a tremendous spurt in the deployment of sensor
networks demanded by various emergent applications, our approach can effectively improve target
detection services in sensor networks. There are several directions to extend our study. For example,
in this paper, we assume that the sensor nodes are static. Fully addressing the scenario that sensors
are mobile is one direction of our on-going work. Another one could be to find the optimal proxy
rotation duration based on a number of factors, such as node location, speed of sources, and the
rate of sink interest registration requests, etc.

APPENDIX

Here, we provide the detailed algorithms for related entities in sensor networks: sink, line proxy,
source cell, and immediate sink proxy. We have the following notations:

Sinki is the identifier of the i th sinks (i ∈ [1, . . . , Ns]).
Target j is the identifier of the j th targets ( j ∈ [1, . . . , Nt]).
SouCell j is the source cell detecting Target j .
Imi is the immediate sink proxy for Sinki .
IAi is Sinki ’s tracking interest geographical information, IAi = {c(e, f )|e∈ E ⊂ X, f ∈ F ⊂ Y }.
Duri is Sinki ’s interest duration Duri = [t1, t2] (i.e. the interest is valid from time t1 to t2).
InterestMsg(Sinki ,TargetType, Imi , IAi ,Duri ) is the Sinki ’s interest registration message.
LocUpdate(Sinki ,CurrCell) is the location update message used by Sinki to update its current
location at CurrCell to the Imi .
CT represents the current time.
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IL is the list of sinks maintained by a line proxy cell.
TL is the list of target detection reports maintained by a line proxy cell.
TrackData(Target j , SouCell j , info) is the tracking data of Target j reported by the source cell
SouCell j (info is the detailed data).
HashX ,HashY are the hash mapping functions for selecting two line proxies: HashX (CT) =
XL(m) and HashY (CT) = Y L(n).

Algorithm 1
LPTD: Sink.

1: for all (;;) do
2: For each Sinki , i ∈ [1, . . . , Ns]
3: if Sinki wishes to track targets of TargetType then
4: Set Imi =CurrCell
5: Send InterestMsg(Sinki ,TargetType, Imi , IAi ,Duri ) to Imi
6: end if
7: if CurrCell 	= Imi and CT ∈Duri then
8: Send LocUpdate(Sinki ,CurrCell) to Imi
9: end if
10: if Receiving TrackData(Target j , SouCell j , info) then
11: Save it
12: end if
13: end for

Algorithm 2
LPTD: Immediate proxy of sink.

1: for all (;;) do
2: For each Imi , i ∈ [1, . . . , Ns]
3: if Receiving InterestMsg(Sinki ,TargetType, Imi , IAi ,Duri ) then
4: Calculate line proxies, i.e., XL(m) = HashX (CT), Y L(n) = HashY (CT)

5: if |E |<|F | then
6: Send InterestMsg(Sinki , TargetType, Imi , IAi ,Duri ) to the closest cell in XL(m)

7: else
8: Send InterestMsg(Sinki , TargetType, Imi , IAi ,Duri ) to the closest cell in Y L(n)

9: end if
10: end if
11: if Receiving LocUpdate(Sinki ,CurrCell) then
12: Set LocSinki =CurrCell
13: end if
14: if Receiving TrackData(Target j , SouCell j , info) then
15: Find LocSinki for Sinki and forward it to LocSinki
16: end if
17: if New line proxy is selected based on CT and HashX (CT) then
18: Send InterestMsg to the new line proxy
19: end if
20: end for
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Algorithm 3
LPTD: Line proxy.

1: for all (;;) do
2: For the cell in XL(m) or Y L(n)

3: if Receiving InterestMsg(Sinki ,TargetType, Imi , IAi ,Duri ) then
4: Save InterestMsg in the interest list IL and forward InterestMsg to the neighbor cells in

the same line based on IAi
5: for all Each entry TrackData(Target j , SouCell j , info) in the list TL do
6: if Interest match then
7: Send TrackData(Target j , SouCell j , info) to Imi
8: end if
9: end for
10: end if
11: if Receiving TrackData(Target j , SouCell j , info) then
12: Save TrackData in the interest list TL and forward InterestMsg to the neighbor cells in

the same line based on IAi
13: for all Each entry InterestMsg(Sinki , TargetType, Imi , IAi ,Duri ) in the list IL do
14: if Interest match then
15: Send TrackData to Imi
16: end if
17: end for
18: end if
19: end for

Algorithm 4
LPTD: Source.

1: for all (;;) do
2: For a cell
3: if Detecting a Target j then
4: Calculate the line proxies, i.e., XL(m) = HashX (CT), Y L(n) = HashY (CT)

5: Send TrackData(Target j , SouCell j , info) to the closest cells in XL(m) and Y L(n),
respectively

6: end if
7: end for
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